E-SERIES DENESTER
The HEISLER E-Series Denester is designed to
provide a compact solution in a modular and
economical package for your denesting needs. The ESeries Denester offers the same outstanding quality
and durability as our high-speed machines to those
users whose line speeds are usually not more than 10
containers per minute.
Manufactured by Heisler, the Denester includes only
the features that you need. Many standard options are
available along with any custom design requests.

Operating Sequence
One stack of containers is placed on the tilter arm,
which converts the stacks from the vertical to the
horizontal position. The stack then advances on the
Denester deck for conveyance to the separator. The
separator mechanism holds the stack and removes one
container at a time. Each separated container is fed to
the pail up-ender, which transfers the container to an
upright position. The entire system continues to operate
even as new stacks of containers are loaded.

Features
13 Foot Length with load platform.
Low load level tilter infeed.
Pail up ender.
Completely wired and ready to go.
Trouble alarms
Optional interchangeable tooling for
different size containers
Positive pail and handle control
throughout the denesting cycle.
Turk Proximity Sensors
Banner Photoelectric Sensors
Mac Solenoid Valves
Allen Bradley Control Components
24 VDC Control Voltage

Specifications





Speed
Controls
Electrical
Air

Available Options
Up to 20 Containers per minute.
Allen Bradley Micrologix PLC.
220/440 VAC, 3 Phase, 60 Hertz.
20CFM at 80 PSI.

See our complete line of product offerings and services at
www.heislerind.com

Controls
 Upgrade Allen Bradley Micrologix to SLC 5/02 PLC
 Upgrage Allen Bradley Micrologix to SLC 5/04 PLC
 Panelview Operator Terminal
 Explosion Proof (Class1, Division 1 or 2)
Other Options
 Adjustable to run metal and plastic pails
 Adjustable feature (height & width)
 Quick change tooling to run pails with different
“satellite” ring configuration
 Infeed Conveyors

